We hypothesize that it is useful and possible to automatically identify that distributed programmers are stuck by extending existing software development environments using a general architecture.
Motivation
Often programmers get "stuck" while coding, unable to make much progress despite all efforts to address some issue. It would be useful if an interested remote party could become aware of this situation. For example, instructors could use this information to (a) offer help to student programmers who are too shy to ask for it, (b) determine how much progress they are making, and (c) identify difficult problems.
An educational setting provides particularly compelling applications of this idea because an important goal is to help students and monitor their progress. In fact, the true benefits of this idea could actually occur in industry. A manager of a team could use this information to identify problematic software components and better estimate completion times. Even more interesting, based on recent research, it is possible to argue that this information could significantly improve programmer productivity.
In a study comparing co-located and distributed software development, Herbsleb found [2] that the productivity of co-located teams was significantly higher than that of distributed teams primarily because co-located developers were more apt to help each other finish their tasks. A related study by Teasley et al [4] found that the productivity of a team located in a single "war-room" was much higher than that of one spread out in different cubicles. A major reason, was that if someone was having difficulty with some aspect of code, another developer in the war-room "walking by seeing the activity over their shoulders, would stop to provide help" [4] . Thus, the two studies above show that the greater the distance between developers, the more difficult it is to determine if they need help.
One approach to help distributed teams is described in [1] . Developers use a programming environment that allows them to be aware of the methods on which their team members are working. They could use this information together with project and user-specific information to determine if some team member is stuck.
It would be much more attractive if this deduction could be made automatically by logging developers' interaction with the system. An important step in this direction is made in [3] , which describes a loggingbased tool for monitoring student progress. Student teams use a wiki to interact with several tools including CVS, newsgroups, and a metrics module that analyzes students' data. The wiki allows students to track their development tasks and analyzes tasks such as file modifications to measure the workload of teams. We are extending this idea to automatically determine when distributed programmers are stuck.
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